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Module One: Getting Started

Performance Management is not a company’s way of employing “micro-managing” techniques that stunt the professional growth of its employees. But rather, it is a strategic approach to ensuring the efficiency and effectiveness of an organization. Whether at the organizational, departmental or employee level, the goal of performance management is to make sure all business goals are being met in a satisfactorily manner.

Workshop Objectives

Research has consistently demonstrated that when clear goals are associated with learning, it occurs more easily and rapidly.

The objectives for this course are as follows:

- Define performance management.
- Understand how performance management works and the tools to make it work.
- Learn the three phases of project management and how to assess it.
- Discuss effective goal-setting.
- Learn how to give feedback on performance management.
- Identify Kolb’s Learning Cycle.
- Recognize the importance of motivation.
- Develop a performance journal and performance plan.
Module Two: The Basics (I)

The effectiveness of an organization in terms of whether or not it is meeting its mission or goals can be determined by engaging in performance management. According to the U.S. Office of Personnel Management, performance management consists of five components: “Planning work and setting expectations, continually monitoring performance, developing the capacity to perform, periodically rating performance in a summary fashion, and rewarding.”

What is Performance Management?

The phrase “Performance Management” was coined in the 1970s by Dr. Aubrey Daniels, a clinical psychologist. At the time, he used it to describe technology and the importance of managing behavior and the result of the behavior. Effective management would ensure proper behaviors are being executed, which would in turn produce favorable results. He later associated this approach to the interactions of people whether in a formal or informal setting.

With the proper training, management can manipulate the conditions of the workplace (e.g. policies and procedures, available skills to train and motivate employees) in order to measure the true success of the business – that is the financial standing of a company as well as the individual success of its employees.

How Does Performance Management Work?

The drive to implement a performance management system is not sufficient. Management as well as employees must put forth the effort necessary to make it happen. With “all hands on deck” and the observation of the following, organizations can build a successful program.

- Clearly identify the job’s purpose as well as the duties associated with it.
- Determine goals and how to measure outcomes.
- Rank job priority.
- Characterize the standard of performance for critical aspects of the position.
- Discuss employee performance and provide feedback. This should at least be done on a quarterly basis.
- Keep track of performance records.
- If necessary, create an improvement plan to better employees’ performance.

**Tools**

It is unrealistic to expect employees to perform at an optimal level without providing them with the tools to succeed. The following tools are crucial to the achievement of the system.

**Model of standards:** Creating a model that clearly defines employee performance standards helps the company and employees avoid ambiguities in what is expected. It also enables employers to provide their employees with specific feedback, which is greatly beneficial because it potentially increases job satisfaction.

Whether in writing or delivered verbally, performance standards are enforceable. It is, however advisable that they are captured in writing to avoid questions in the future.

There should be a set standard for every aspect of one’s position. For example, an employee who is a Customer Service/Sales Representative may be expected to take and sufficiently answer the service questions of 10 customers an hour. This employee may also be required to upsell products to 50% of the clients he talks to.

There are several factors to keep in mind when developing this model. Performance standards should:

- Be realistic in terms of whether or not it can be attained as well as whether or not employees have adequate training.

- Be measurable with regard to quantity, quality, time, etc.

- Be clear in defining the proper method for gathering performance information and how it measures against the standard.

**Annual Employee Appraisal Document:** While employers monitor employees’ performance throughout the year and provide feedback and coaching during that interval, employers are also responsible for conducting an employee appraisal, which is generally done on an annual basis. The appraisal allows the
employer to summarize the employee’s performance, gauge job satisfaction, as well as prepare for the future.

**Coaching:** Once the standard has been set and performance feedback has been provided to the employee, it is critical that the employer offer some type of coaching. The purpose of coaching is to strengthen areas of improvement as well as enhance areas where the employee is currently successful. In order to accomplish this, coaching must be done in a positive manner. The words used must build and not destroy. Diplomacy is important when providing coaching. Coaching promotes employee motivation as well as continued success.

**Case Study**

Sinclair Knight Merz (SKM), one of the leading professional services companies in the Asia Pacific region, was looking for ways to increase its ability to manage and grow its workforce capabilities. In this industry, companies compete largely on the basis of their people—their skills, their ability to provide excellent client service, and therefore the ability of the company’s HR function to effectively acquire, develop and retain top talent. In part because it is employee owned, the company is intensely focused on its people, emphasizing an open and independent culture.

Yet it is this independence that posed a challenge. SKM knew that it must keep a finger on the pulse of its culture at all times. What could the company do better? How could it identify and retain its best people? How could workforce planning be done effectively so the right workforce skills could be developed and marketed to clients? SKM had always been a leader in its industry, but company executives knew that maintaining that position would take constant vigilance.

SKM asked Accenture to implement the Accenture Human Capital Development Framework to help its HR function identify ways to enhance human capital capabilities. The framework is an assessment and analytic tool that draws on best practices and Accenture experience in the fields of human resource development, learning, and knowledge management, along with state-of-the-art measurement techniques.

The Accenture analysis affirmed the strength of many of SKM’s human capital processes. Seven of the thirteen human capital processes scored in the top quartile of results. The company also exhibited strong financial results: its capital efficiency and return on invested capital were among the highest of the companies that have thus far used the framework.

However, the Accenture analysis did more than just confirm existing strengths. It also identified a number of areas in which further improvements could provide the company with vital competitive advantages in terms of workforce performance.
Although the HR function had many best practices in place, there were a number of important discoveries for continual improvement of HR’s impact on the business. One was the importance of workforce planning and recruitment. Data collected from the framework revealed, for example, that those organizations with more effective recruiting capabilities have superior workforce performance and employee engagement. As a result of working with Accenture on this initiative, the HR department further reviewed its methods of recruiting top talent, and put in place an internal capability in key geographies. The initiative has been immediately effective; it has reduced time to recruit key staff, increased the firm's ability to handle large recruiting assignments, and significantly increased the satisfaction of managers with the HR recruiting service. The initial pilot program has been expanded to more geography.

The employee engagement results from the framework implementation echoed a number of things the company had found in its own internal surveys. Leadership development continues to be a focus item to improve employee engagement, as does rewards and recognition.

According to SKM's vice president of HR, "The Accenture Human Capital Development Framework has delivered important insights about aligning human capital processes with business results. The framework provided us an effective method of determining where we should most focus our resources and energy to have the best impact on the business."

Module Two: Review Questions

1. When the phrase “Performance Management” was coined by Dr. Aubrey Daniels, what did it initially refer to?
   a) Medicine
   b) Technology
   c) Education
   d) Law

2. According to Dr. Daniels, performance management analyzes what?
   a) Behavior only
   b) The result of behavior only
   c) Behavior and the result of behavior
   d) Attitude

3. If an employee meets all of their performance goals,
   a) It is not necessary to create an improvement plan to enhance the employee’s skills
   b) It is still necessary to create an improvement plan to enhance the employee’s skills
   c) They should be reprimanded for not exceeding the expectations
   d) The employee should automatically be promoted

4. At a minimum, feedback should be provided to employees on a _____ basis.
   a) Weekly
   b) Monthly
   c) Annually
   d) Quarterly

5. Performance standards can be beneficial to:
   a) The organization only
   b) The organization and department only
   c) The organization, department and individual employees
   d) No one
6. Coaching is most effective:
   a) Before the employee understands the performance standards
   b) Never
   c) Once the employee leaves the company.
   d) Once the employee understands the performance standards.

7. What is the name of the company that was being assessed?
   a) Sinclair Knight Merz
   b) Accenture
   c) Knight Sinclair Merz
   d) Merz Sinclair Knight

8. After the assessment, it was discovered that what area(s) required improvement?
   a) Financial results
   b) Workforce planning and recruitment
   c) Financial results and recruitment
   d) Workforce planning and financial results
Module Three: The Basics (II)

A Performance Management system is only as good as its evaluation process. It is not enough to implement an effective program that covers all the basics, but you must be able to measure its success via assessments and performance reviews. This will in turn allow you to see where modifications need to take place (e.g. in the performance management system itself, performance of the company as a whole or specific employee performance).

Three Phase Process

Kurt Lewin, also known as the “founder of social psychology”, introduced a three-phase theory of change that goes hand-in-hand with performance management. The process includes the following:

**Phase One: Unfreezing**: This phase is extremely important as you aim to understand change and how it takes place. This phase is crucial because it includes coming to the realization that change needs to happen. It also requires one to leave that which has been comfortable in order to make this change possible.

In order for someone to decide whether or not they are willing to change, they must weigh the advantages and disadvantages of this being done. This concept is what Force Field Analysis is based on. Force Field Analysis considers the different factors that work for and against the change that one must understand in order to make a decision.

**Phase Two: Change**: In Lewin’s model, he pointed out that “change” is not a one-time event that takes place, but rather the inner-transition that takes place as a response to the outward changes that are taking place.

Due to the uncertainties of “what will happen next”, this phase is considered one of the more difficult ones to achieve. And because of this, it is important for employees to have access to training and coaching to help ease the transition.

---

*The greater danger for most of us lies not in setting our aim too high and falling short; but in setting our aim too low and achieving our mark.*

*Michelangelo*
Phase Three: Freezing: Also known as “refreezing”, this phase is the establishment of new norms and gaining stability after the institution of change. This phase can sometimes be misleading. It seems to be a long-term state, when in fact it is one that can change to “Unfreezing” within a matter of days. So, although this stage cannot be viewed as the “last”, having the ability to successfully make it to this point is a great accomplishment. This could allude to the fact that it is becoming easier for someone to adjust to change, which is crucial because it happens regularly.

Assessments

There are a variety of assessments that can be utilized to determine skill, knowledge, and ability. These assessments can be administered when the individual is a prospective employee or an actual employee.

Types of Assessments

Pre-Screening: A Pre-Screening Assessment can be used to find out information on a prospective employees skills and knowledge before committing to hire them and this can save the employer costly mistakes down the road.

360-Degree Review: As its name implies, this type of assessment takes a comprehensive look at an employee with regard to their work performance. This information can be attained by involving a diverse pool of individuals, with varying levels of interaction with the employee (e.g. supervisor, peers, clients, etc.)

Knowledge: This type of assessment generally takes on a questionnaire format. It allows the employer to ask specific questions on topics relating to the business, usually in the form of multiple choice questions.

Performance Reviews

According to Entrepreneur.com, a performance review is defined as “An analysis of an employee’s work habits undertaken at a fixed point in time to determine the degree to which stated objectives and expectations have been reached.”

While each company has its own ideas of what a performance review should include, here are steps that should be taken with regard to all performance reviews:

- **Preparation:** Both the employer and employee must be adequately groomed for the review. This may involve reviewing any notes, engaging in a one-on-one discussion with the employee beforehand or simply making the employee aware of the review in advance.
- **Prioritize the meeting:** To show the employee that this review is a top priority, there should be a formal agenda that is adhered to. There should also be as few interruptions as possible.

- **Encourage positivity:** When speaking to the employee, invoke positive responses by communicating in a positive manner.

- **Clarity:** Be sure the purpose of the meeting is clear from the beginning.

- **Expectations:** Review the job description, why it is needed, and the standards of performance.

- **Explain employee’s performance:** Discuss the employee’s actual performance, whether it fell below, met or exceeded expectations. Give specific examples.

- **Employee feedback:** Allow the employee to express their concerns or suggestions.

- **Goal-setting:** Discuss goals for areas that require improvement. If there are no “areas for improvement”, create goals to enhance the knowledge and skills of the employee for personal development as well as bettering the department / company as a whole.

- **Follow-up:** Determine the appropriate method and or time for follow-up.

- **Closing:** The meeting should end positively. Review the contributions the employee is making to the company. Inform employee that you are willing to help in any way necessary.

---

**Case Study**

XYZ Paper Company commenced operation with 10 employees in January 2009. At its first year mark, CEO, Jane Davis decided it was necessary to evaluate the performance of the employees to ensure everyone is on target for reaching company goals for the fiscal year.

After careful consideration, Jane realized that unless change in employee performance was implemented, the company would fall 20% below its projected sales level. Jane employed an incentive program in which employees received a percentage of every sale made.

After the incentive program was in place for a year, Jane executed assessments and performance reviews for each employee. They revealed that the company was on track to not only make up the 20% pitfall from the previous year, but also secure a 10% increase in sales.
Module Three: Review Questions

1. What is the order of the three phase change management model?
   a. Unfreezing, change, freezing
   b. Change, freezing, unfreezing
   c. Unfreezing, freezing, change
   d. Freezing, change, unfreezing

2. The three phase model taught in this lesson was developed by whom?
   a. John P. Kotter
   b. Kurt Lewin
   c. Tom Peters
   d. Robert Waterman

3. What type of employee performance assessment engages the opinions of a variety of people who interact with the employee in question?
   a. Knowledge
   b. 360-Degree
   c. Pre-Screening
   d. Program Evaluation

4. When do Pre-Screening Assessments generally take place?
   a. On the employee’s first day of work
   b. Before the prospective employee is hired
   c. After the employee is fired / resigns but before they begin a position with a new company
   d. Each day an employee comes to work

5. Which of the following is true about a performance review?
   a. It is only necessary to discuss the performance standards that the employee did not meet
   b. It is only necessary to discuss the performance standards that the employee exceeded
   c. It is only necessary to discuss the performance standards that the employee barely met
   d. It is necessary to discuss the performance standards that were not met, met and exceeded

6. What method of follow-up should be used after a performance review?
   a. Email
   b. One-on-one, face-to-face meeting
   c. The employee’s preferred method
   d. Phone call
7. What did XYZ Paper Company decide to implement to help increase sales?
   a. Incentive program
   b. Mass lay-off
   c. Additional training
   d. One-on-one coaching

8. On top of making up the 20% that the company was behind, by what percentage did it increase sales?
   a. 5%
   b. 10%
   c. 15%
   d. 20%
Module Four: Goal Setting

Every successful business plan requires goals and objectives. Goals show the strengths and weaknesses of plans and procedures. Implementing regularly evaluated goals allows leaders to understand where performance is and what needs to be improved. When managing performance, make sure that you implement SMART goals.

SMART Goal Setting

People often fail to reach their goals. This usually indicates that the wrong goals are being chosen. SMART goals will improve the chances of achieving both personal and business goals.

SMART goals:

- **Specific**: Goals should have specific instructions.
- **Measurable**: It should be clear when goals and objectives are met.
- **Attainable**: Impossible goals are not motivating.
- **Realistic**: Goals need to be something people are able to work towards.
- **Timely**: Goals need specific timeframes.
**Specific Goals**

Goals need to be specific. Employees need to understand exactly what they are expected to do. It is not enough to simply ask for improvement. This is a general goal. Specific goals explain who is involved and what goal should be achieved. It can also identify a location, requirements, and reasoning behind the goal.

**Example:**

- **General goal:** Improve performance.
- **Specific goal:** Meet with your mentor once a week.

**Measureable Goals**

Goals need to be measurable in order to be effective. They specify how much or how many. Measurable goals allow employees to identify when they have accomplished their goals.

**Example:**

- **General goal:** Increase sales.
- **Measureable goal:** Increase sales 7 percent over last year’s.

**Attainable Goals**

Goals must always be attainable. Employees need goals that challenge them but must still be within reach. When goals are seen as unattainable, employees will give up on them without even trying. The measure of a goal should always be within reach.

- **Unattainable goal:** Reduce turnover by 60 percent.
- **Attainable goal:** Reduce turnover by 10 percent.
Realistic Goals

Employees need realistic goals. It is important that employees are able to achieve their goals. The goals need to relate directly to employee abilities, and it is important to make sure that they have the tools necessary to meet them. Breaking larger goals down to smaller achievements will make them more realistic.

Example:

- **Realistic Goal:** The production department currently makes 200 cars a week. With new training, they will create 225 a week.

Timely Goals

Goals should always have a time frame. General goals do not establish a time frame. Time frames encourage employees to move forward. Having specific dates will also determine when goals are reevaluated.

Example:

- **General goal:** Increase sales.
- **Timely goal:** Increase sales within six months.

Monitoring Results

Once goals are established, it is important to monitor their results. This will determine how effective a plan or strategy is. Use a basic evaluation to determine what changes need to be made in a plan and reevaluate your goals.

**What to evaluate:**

- Were the goals and objectives achieved?
- Were they achieved in the established time frame?
- What is the feedback from employees and leadership?
- What are the financial gains or losses?
Case Study

A startup IT company needed to increase profits and productivity. The management team created a set of goals to motivate employees. One goal was to double sales within a month. Rather than achieving the goal, sales actually slipped. The goal was reset to increase sales 10 percent within a month. The sales team managed to increase sales by 12 percent.
Module Four: Review Questions

1. What does S stand for in SMART goals?
   a) Special
   b) Specific
   c) Safe
   d) Scientific

2. What does T stand for in SMART goals?
   a) Trackable
   b) Tangible
   c) Timely
   d) Tasks

3. What does a Specific goal not establish?
   a) Evaluation
   b) Location
   c) Requirements
   d) Who is responsible

4. Sell more is a ___________.
   a) Specific goal
   b) Measurable goal
   c) Timely goal
   d) General goal

5. Which type of goal answers how much?
   a) Attainable
   b) Measureable
   c) General
   d) Realistic

6. What is a measurable goal?
   a) Decrease turnover
   b) Decrease turnover in a month
   c) Decrease turnover by 10 percent
   d) Decrease turnover in production
7. What type of goal will cause employees to give up?
   a) Unattainable
   b) Realistic
   c) Attainable
   d) General

8. What is an attainable goal?
   a) Reduce turnover by 80 percent
   b) Reduce turnover by 60 percent
   c) Reduce turnover by 40 percent
   d) Reduce turnover 10 percent

9. What do realistic goals relate to?
   a) Turnover
   b) Measurability
   c) Employee abilities
   d) General

10. What will make a goal more realistic?
    a) Make them challenging
    b) Break large goals into smaller ones
    c) Compile small goals into a large one
    d) Make them easy

11. Timely goals do which of the following?
    a) Encourage employees to work towards their goals
    b) Provide instructions
    c) Make goals more achievable
    d) Explain responsibilities

12. What is a timely goal?
    a) Reduce turnover
    b) Reduce turnover in 6 months
    c) Reduce turnover in production
    d) Reduce turnover 10 percent
13. What will evaluating results of goal establish?
   a) Reviews
   b) Employee engagement
   c) Talent reviews
   d) Necessary changes

14. Feedback from ______ is important to evaluate goals.
   a) HR
   b) Employees
   c) Employees and management
   d) Management

15. What did the company reset the sales goal to?
   a) 10 percent
   b) 12 percent
   c) 15 percent
   d) 20 percent

16. How much did sales increase?
   a) 10 percent
   b) 12 percent
   c) 15 percent
   d) 20 percent
Module Five: Establishing Performance Goals

Performance goals require strategic action. To be effective, these goals should not be handed down to employees. It is important to include employees in the goal setting process and encourage them to meet their individual performance goals. This will improve individual and company performance.

Strategic Planning

A strategic plan determines where employees are, where they want to be, and how they will get there. It should embrace the values of the organization and align with the following company information. The organization must create a strategic plan before creating performance goals.

Company Strategic Plan:

- Vision
- Mission
- Philosophy
- Goals
- Objectives

Employee performance goals need to consider the company’s strategic plan. Individual performance goals must be SMART goals that include strategies and actions for employees to take.

Example Goal: Stay informed about innovations in the industry, it can help improve productivity by 10 percent this year.
Examples of Actions:

- Attend training classes
- Meet with a mentor
- Communicate consistently

Job Analysis

A job analysis determines what is required to do a specific job. It will help determine which skills and attributes an employee needs to complete a job successfully. A job analysis will help determine who to hire, how to train, and what compensation a job should receive. Job analyses are instrumental in determining performance. Research a position to determine the following information:

Job Analysis:

Job Requirements:

- Responsibilities
- Tools or systems used
- Reporting requirements

Employee Requirements:

- Training/Education
- Skills
- Aptitudes
- Necessary certification

Setting Goals

Performance goals need to be SMART goals. They need to address behavior, competency, and results. Remember to involve employees in their performance goals.

Examples of Goals:
• **Behavior**: Employees have complained about distance. Communicate with employees in person every week, rather than just sending emails.

• **Competency**: New equipment is being installed. Perform all the training within three weeks.

• **Results**: Sales are down. Increase sales by 5 percent this quarter.

**Motivation**

Performance is related to motivation. Motivation is the job of every leader. There is not a single method for motivating employees. People have different personal motives, and leaders must meet the needs of individuals.

**Motivating Tips:**

- **Lead by example**: Motivate yourself before you can motivate others.
- **Meet with individuals**: Communicate with employees directly to find out what motivates them.
- **Reward employees**: Find motivating rewards for individuals.
- **Delegate**: Do not micromanage employees.
- **Inform**: Inform people about how they are making a difference in the organization.
- **Celebrate**: Pay attention to achievements and celebrate with employees.

**Case Study**

A retail chain created individual sales goals for each employee. The effort to increase sales was counter-productive. Upon evaluation, employee feedback complained that they were not provided with any new sales strategies or direction. The company trained employees, and shared new sales techniques every month. Employees began to reach and exceed their daily goals. Profits increased by 8 percent six months after adapting the performance goals.
Module Five: Review Questions

1. Individual strategic plans reflect __________.
   a) Values of the company
   b) The market
   c) Individual motivation
   d) Peer reviews

2. What is not an example of a strategic action?
   a) Meet with supervisor once a week
   b) Attend training classes
   c) Improve sales 10 percent
   d) Practice speaking skills

3. What is a job requirement?
   a) Training
   b) Responsibilities
   c) Skills
   d) Certification

4. What is an employee requirement?
   a) Tools
   b) Reporting
   c) Responsibilities
   d) Education

5. Performance goals need to be __________.
   a) General
   b) Specific
   c) Timely
   d) SMART

6. What do performance goals not need to address?
   a) Behavior
   b) Competency
   c) Time
   d) Results
7. How should managers not motivate employees?
   a) Threats
   b) Example
   c) Rewards
   d) Meeting with individuals

8. Who do managers need to motivate?
   a) Customers
   b) Teams
   c) Clients
   d) Themselves

9. What did the company unsuccessfully implement?
   a) Turnover goals
   b) Production goals
   c) Individual sales goals
   d) New policies

10. How much did profitability improve after strategies were implemented?
    a) 5 percent
    b) 8 percent
    c) 10 percent
    d) 12 percent
Module Six: 360 Degree Feedback

360 degree feedback is useful for evaluating performance. It provides evaluations from different sources to paint a clear picture of how well an individual performs. Identifying strengths and weaknesses will allow employees to continually improve how they perform.

What is 360 Degree Feedback?

360 degree feedback is an alternative method of reviewing employees. Rather than a traditional review, employees are given anonymous feedback from supervisors and peers. Managers’ feedback also includes direct reports and reviews from employees. Individuals also evaluate themselves in 360 degree feedback. Together, these evaluations will help improve performance by:

- Identifying and enhancing strengths
- Identifying areas that need development
- Helping Employees set goals
- Creating action plans

Vs. Traditional Performance Reviews

360 degree feedback provides a better picture of performance than traditional reviews. Supervisors perform traditional performance reviews. Traditional review can have a negative impact on performance, if employees feel it is not fair. This can damage trust between managers and employees. Traditional performance reviews also do little to encourage cooperation between employees because coworkers do not influence scores on traditional reviews. People in positions of authority also benefit from 360 degree feedback.
Traditional performance reviews do not always give an accurate description of employer/employee relationships.

**The Components**

360 degree feedback evaluation forms are typically done on a scale of 1 to 10. There is a place for comments on the evaluation form. The scores from supervisors, peers, employees, and direct reports are averaged and compared with average company scores. HR typically handles the reporting to make sure that the feedback remains confidential.

**Example:**

Computer Skills

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Comments:

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

**Case Study**

A department manager of a large production company had a problem with productivity and morale. His employee reviews seemed unsuccessful, and employees continued to argue amongst themselves. He threatened jobs and disciplined, but it did not work. The company instituted a new 360 degree feedback system. The manager learned that his employees felt that he was not supportive, and he focused on motivating people in the future. As employees learned to rely on each other for performance, they stopped arguing and productivity increased 12 percent that quarter.
Module Six: Review Questions

1. 360 degree feedback is normally ________.
   a) General
   b) Signed
   c) Anonymous
   d) Personal

2. What does a manager’s feedback include that others do not?
   a) Direct reports
   b) Peer reviews
   c) Customer reviews
   d) Supervisor review

3. Who typically performs a traditional review?
   a) Employees
   b) Supervisors
   c) Peers
   d) Customers

4. What provides a better sense of supervisor and executive performance?
   a) SMART goals
   b) General reviews
   c) Traditional reviews
   d) 360 degree performance

5. How are the scores from different sources graded?
   a) Added
   b) Averaged
   c) Multiplied
   d) Individually

6. How does feedback remain confidential?
   a) Supervisors handle it
   b) Employees sign it
   c) HR handles it
   d) Customers handle it
7. How did the manager communicate with employees about performance?
   a) Calmly
   b) Motivation
   c) Threats
   d) Directly

8. How much did productivity increase?
   a) 5 percent
   b) 8 percent
   c) 10 percent
   d) 12 percent
Module Seven: Competency Assessments

Competency assessments are essential to performance management. These assessments make it easier to hire and promote the right people. They also help assess performance and the different competencies that employees need to improve. It will also identify the top performers.

Competency Assessment Defined

 Competencies are a set of skills and essential knowledge that are necessary to perform a job well. The competencies for every position should be defined before hiring. They are important to the hiring and guide the interview process. A competency assessment assesses the skills of employees and compares them with previously established core competencies. A supervisor or HR professional decides the score of each assessment. The performance is based on chosen indicators and separate level for each rating. Each company has its own competency assessment levels, but most assessments include the following ratings:

Sample Rating:

- Excellent
- Meets expectations
- Needs improvement
- Not applicable
- Have opportunities to advance
Implementation

There are several steps that you need to take before you implement competency assessments. Successful implementation requires you to complete all of the steps.

Steps:

- **Identify Competencies**: Ascertain which competencies are needed to perform a job and the skill level of each competency.
- **Develop Assessments**: Create a fair method of assessment that concentrates on targets. Company goals will determine the targets.
- **Practice Assessments**: Practice using assessments, just like any other skill.
- **Assess Employees**: Use the standards and assessments to review employees.
- **Plan**: Use action plans to help employees develop.

Final Destination

The final destination will provide a pool of trained professionals with strong performance. Each company will have its own final destination that depends on the goals and needs. Reaching the stage of final destination may mean completely overhauling the competency program. It could also mean placing more attention on action plans and training. It all depends on the competencies required for each role. Identifying the goals of the organization and the competencies of each position will allow your organization to reach the final destination.

Case Study

Yearly competency assessments at a local marketing firm are not successful. The CEO encourages feedback, but improvements are slow. The overall goal is to double the number of high performing employees who exceed expectations.

The competency assessments were altered to include action plans along with the evaluations. Over the next year, many employees began to show improvement. Overall, the scores improved a level on average.
Module Seven: Review Questions

1. Who assesses competencies besides supervisors?
   a) HR
   b) Coworkers
   c) Peers
   d) CEO

2. What are most assessment ratings?
   a) Stages
   b) Evaluations
   c) Levels
   d) Steps

3. What part of the competency assessment helps employees improve?
   a) Action plan
   b) Direction
   c) Peer reviews
   d) Goals

4. Managers need to _______ using competency assessments?
   a) Explain
   b) Practice
   c) Reward employees
   d) Promote

5. What will determine the final destination for each company?
   a) Goals and needs
   b) Productivity
   c) Profitability
   d) Feedback and competencies

6. Goals and _______ must be identified for the final destination.
   a) Expectations
   b) Talent
   c) Competencies
   d) Motivation
7. What was the goal of the CEO?
   a) Increase high performance
   b) Double high performance
   c) Triple high performance
   d) Reduce high performance

8. How did the competency scores improve on average?
   a) One level
   b) Two levels
   c) Three levels
   d) Four levels
Module Eight: Kolb's Learning Cycle

Kolb's Learning Cycle states that learning is based on experience. The learning cycle has four basic elements: experience, observation, conceptualization, and experimentation. It is important to be familiar with the learning cycle to effectively manage performance, and guide employees to greater achievements.

Experience

Kolb describes the importance of concrete experience. Concrete experience is direct experience that involves the senses. It is not simply knowledge about a subject. Hands-on training is an example of concrete experience that employees learn at work. Experience and conceptualization are the two ways that employees take in knowledge.

Observation

Kolb defines observation as reflective observation. It is what the concrete experience means to the person learning. Watching is the way that knowledge is transformed into meaning for an individual. This is where the connotations are created as learners see different perspectives. An example would be watching a trainer perform a task again or considering a task recently performed. Experimentation is another way to transform knowledge.
Conceptualization

Abstract conceptualization is a way to gather knowledge on a subject without direct experience. This involves a basic understanding of a situation by applying logic. An example of this would be reading a training manual. Abstract conceptualization is having the knowledge about something.

Experimentation

Active experimentation is the final part of Kolb’s Learning Cycle. Here, people learn by doing. They transform knowledge by acting on it. An example of this would be using a new computer program. Active experimentation involves taking risks based on the knowledge people have gathered. It is important that employees be allowed to take risks when learning.

Case Study

A new hire was trained at a software company. He was shown his workspace, and a trainer walked him through the programs he would use in the job. He then watched other people perform different tasks. The trainer gave the new hire a manual for each program. After training, the employee was still very uncomfortable with the programs. He was afraid of making a mistake. His productivity was below average.
Module Eight: Review Questions

1. What is a method for gaining knowledge?
   a) Learning
   b) Observation
   c) Experience
   d) Experimentation

2. Concrete experience involves ________.
   a) Observation
   b) Books
   c) Feelings
   d) Senses

3. What is a method for transforming knowledge?
   a) Reflective observation
   b) Senses
   c) Books
   d) Concrete experience

4. Knowledge is transferred to ________.
   a) Feelings
   b) Meaning
   c) Senses
   d) Experience

5. What is a way to gain knowledge without direct experience?
   a) Reflective observation
   b) Concrete conceptualization
   c) Abstract conceptualization
   d) Abstract observation

6. How does abstract conceptualization work?
   a) Feelings interpret
   b) Watching interprets
   c) Experience interprets
   d) Logic interprets
7. What is acting on knowledge gathered?
   a) Reflective observation
   b) Active experimentation
   c) Active conceptualization
   d) Direct experience

8. Which of the following includes taking risks?
   a) Active experimentation
   b) Abstract conceptualization
   c) Concrete experience
   d) Reflective observation

9. What stage of learning did the new hire not experience?
   a) Reflective observation
   b) Concrete experience
   c) Abstract conceptualization
   d) Active experimentation

10. What was the result of the training?
    a) Poor attitude
    b) Too many mistakes
    c) Poor productivity
    d) The results were positive
Module Nine: Motivation

Every employee needs to be motivated in order for performance management to be successful. While employees must take some responsibility in motivating themselves, management can help motivate and develop individuals. Practicing basic motivational techniques will improve performance as it boosts morale.

Key Factors

Motivation is more than being satisfied. Motivation is what causes employees to go the extra mile and commit to a project or company. Fredrick Herzberg identified the key factors that drive motivation in employees across different fields. Pay and work conditions were tied to satisfaction. Poor pay and work conditions adversely affect productivity, but positive pay and work conditions do little to increase motivation.

Motivators:

- **Responsibility:** Employees should have a sense of ownership in their work.
- **Nature of the work:** The nature of the work can help motivate people.
- **Recognition:** Employee efforts need to be recognized.
- **Achievement:** People need to feel like they are achieving something worthwhile.
The Motivation Organization

People perform better when they believe in their company. When the values of an organization match the personal values of employees, an organization will be highly motivated. This is why socially responsible companies are able to easily attract talent. They speak to an individual’s internal motivators. Businesses that address internal motivations are more likely to be high performing.

Internal Motivations:

- Family
- Environment
- Success
- Community
- Personal time

Identifying Personal Motivators

Each person has a different set of motivators. Some people respond better to verbal praise and others need rewards. It is important to motivate employees on a personal level. This is easier to do in small organizations. Large companies will have to rely on each manager to identify personal motivators.

Techniques to Identify Personal Motivators:

- Observation: Observe how individuals respond to different motivators and take notes.
- Communication: Get to know each employee, and identify personal motivators.
- Surveys: Have employees fill out surveys that identify what motivates them.

Evaluating and Adapting

Like everything else, it is essential to evaluate and adapt motivation techniques. This should include the following steps:

- Surveys: Surveys will show the level of engagement and how motivated employees are.
- Review mission: Compare the mission, policies, and procedures to internal motivators. Are they aligned?
• Development: Examine the number of employees who have advanced within the company.
• Goals: Whether or not company goals are met is an indication of motivation.

Adapt motivation techniques as necessary to improve performance and engage employees.

Case Study

A printing company had a problem with high turnover and low productivity. The salaries are competitive and the offices were recently redecorated to create a pleasant atmosphere. People seemed satisfied at first, but they did not stay for the long-term. A survey revealed that employees were not satisfied with the long hours and number of weekends they were expected to sacrifice. Managers assumed that the pay and environment made up for these expectations. Policies were changed to better promote work and life balance. Turnover dropped 15 percent that year and productivity increased, even with fewer demanded hours of work.
Module Nine: Review Questions

1. Pay Influences ________.
   a) Satisfaction
   b) Motivation
   c) Management
   d) Achievement

2. What is a not a key motivator?
   a) Responsibility
   b) Work conditions
   c) Recognition
   d) Achievement

3. People perform better when they ______ their company.
   a) Are educated by
   b) Are vested in
   c) Believe in
   d) Understand

4. What is not an internal motivation?
   a) Personal time
   b) Success
   c) Family
   d) Pay

5. What will not identify personal motivators?
   a) Age
   b) Surveys
   c) Observation
   d) Communication

6. Large organizations rely on ________ to understand what motivates individuals.
   a) Peers
   b) Customers
   c) Managers
   d) Policies
7. What should be done if a survey indicates employees are not motivated?
   a) Hire new employees
   b) Adapt motivation techniques
   c) Provide more training
   d) Ignore the results

8. What is not an indication of motivation?
   a) Age
   b) Meeting goals
   c) Surveys
   d) Development

9. The problem was with turnover and ________.
   a) Productivity
   b) Profits
   c) Sales
   d) Customer service

10. How much did turnover decrease?
    a) 8 percent
    b) 10 percent
    c) 12 percent
    d) 15 percent
Module Ten: The Performance Journal

Performance journals create evaluations that are more accurate by allowing employees and manager to keep track of performance throughout the year. Both managers and employees can keep journals. This will help guide and develop employees who challenge themselves and improve performance.

Record Goals and Accomplishments

It is important to record your goals and accomplishments. Even minor accomplishments need to go in the performance journal. Seeing your accomplishments will encourage you, and seeing your goals will motivate you to continue working towards them. Comparing goals and accomplishments will help you focus on what you need to do to improve performance.

Employee Records:

- **Accomplishments**: Include recognitions and awards.
- **Challenges**: Include requests for training or other help to meet goals.

Employer Records:

- **Accomplishments**: Details include documentation and notes.
- **Evaluation**: Include performance gaps and direct reports.
Linking with Your Employees or Managers

It is important that employees and managers connect for performance management to be effective. Relationships on every level must remain professional. When employees and managers do not trust each other, performance suffers. It is possible for managers to link to employees’ performance journals and see any information that employees choose to share with them. This helps managers see things from an employee’s perspective and create accurate evaluations. It also makes employees part of the evaluation process.

Implementing a Performance Coach

A performance coach will help people meet their needs to improve performance. In most organizations, managers act as performance coaches. How well managers coach performance affects the quality of employee performance. Managers must communicate effectively with each employee and motivate that person to excel. This requires a combination of encouragement, praise, and correction. Assess and coach employees in the following areas.

Coaching Assessments:

- Assess skills and knowledge: Provide any necessary training.
- Assess the tools: Make sure that the individual has everything necessary to complete his or her job.
- Assess the processes: Improve procedures to help employees, or instruct them in using different procedures.
- Assess motivation: Motivate people on a personal level.

Keeping Track

Coaches need to keep track of employee progress. This will help them create strategies that will challenge employees and help them grow. There are several ways to keep track of performance.

- Traditional Evaluations
- 360 Feedback
- Journals
Performance log

A performance log is where you can make notes of any observations regarding performance. This will help you become a better coach.

Case Study

A retail manager always hated giving reviews. It was always difficult to sum up a year’s worth of work. The last couple months were all he could remember. Employees sometimes seemed shocked by their evaluations. Some people accused him of having favorites, and other employees claimed he was not fair. Sales always dropped 10 percent after reviews. He set up a performance journal program.

At the next round of reviews, he discovered that he may have been a little harsh on some people. He was also shocked to see that others only performed well the month before the review. He was able to provide specific feedback in the reviews. People, generally, considered the process fair, and sales improved 5 percent after the reviews.
Module Ten: Review Questions

1. What accomplishments should employees record?
   a) Encouragement and praise
   b) Praise and rewards
   c) Awards and recognition
   d) Recognition and encouragement

2. What details do employers need to record?
   a) Praise and complaints
   b) Encouragement and notes
   c) Documentation and notes
   d) Recognition and documentation

3. What will damage performance?
   a) Trusting managers
   b) Distrust of managers
   c) Trusting employees
   d) Journal entries

4. ______ may see employee journal entries if the employee so chooses.
   a) Investors
   b) Customers
   c) Peers
   d) Managers

5. Which of the following is not a way for coaches to coach employees?
   a) Threats
   b) Praise
   c) Correction
   d) Encouragement

6. Who typically serves as a performance coach?
   a) CEOs
   b) Customers
   c) Managers
   d) Peers
7. Where do managers consistently record their observations?
   a) Performance log
   b) Evaluations
   c) 360 Feedback
   d) Journal entries

8. Which is not a way to keep track of performance?
   a) Performance log
   b) Evaluations
   c) 360 Feedback
   d) Surveys

9. What always suffered after reviews?
   a) Profitability
   b) Sales
   c) Productivity
   d) Labor

10. How much did sales improve with the journals?
    a) 8 percent
    b) 20 percent
    c) 5 percent
    d) 10 percent
Module Eleven: Creating a Performance Plan

A performance plan is essential to performance management. It is a strategic plan that each individual needs to follow to become high performing employees. Managers must create a plan with every employee they work with. There is always room for improvement.

Goals

Establish professional goals that reflect the needs of the organization and individual. Make sure that employees have the tools to reach these goals and provide them if they do not. This will improve productivity and performance.

Setting Goals:

- Determine what employees need to accomplish.
- Make SMART goals.
- Allow employees to develop the goals with you.

Example:

- Enroll in a speaking class within three months to facilitate meetings by the end of the year.

Desired Results

The results of a performance plan are not strategies. They are what employees are expected to achieve, and this should be made clear in the performance plan. Employees are responsible for achieving the desired results. For example, a desired result may be to consistently meet sales goals. The ability or inability to meet desired results determines the level of performance. An individual who cannot meet desired results will need coaching in that area.
Prioritization

It is important to prioritize goals. Employees should focus on the top three goals. The goals given priority need to align with the company goals and the top competencies of each position. These usually influence productivity and cost. A nonessential goal such as filing at the end of each day does not take priority. Make sure that goals do not conflict with each other.

Example of Prioritizing Goals:

- Train to use the new software within two months.
- Call clients every week to increase customer satisfaction.
- Meet monthly sales goals with social networking, cold calling, and scheduled meetings.

Measure

Performance must be measured. This is not always easy because some tasks may be subjective. There must be fair standards and measurement established for each position. You will need to consider the job requirements and employee competencies that you previously established. It is also helpful to make the measurements cost specific, when possible. Create a rating scale for each measure. It can be numbered or not.

Measurement Example:

- The total number of customer complaints.
- Percentage of wasted product.
- Met personal goals

Evaluation

Compare the measurements against performance to evaluate employees. It is also important to include whether or not employees achieved their goals and met desired expectations. This information is normally included in an employee evaluation form. Formal reviews are typically done every year, but frequent informal reviews are more effective. Meet with employees regularly to evaluate performance. Use the same criteria as a formal evaluation to help direct and improve performance.
Case Study

An expanding chain of bookstores was losing customers. The company instituted a performance management program focusing on problems with store management, and customer service employees. Training focusing on desired results and coaching to achieve the results was given.

The tasks and measurement of each position were redefined, and each employee was given a personal goal to focus on that aligned with company goal of improving customer service:

Company Goals:

- **Customer service**: Complete training and increase secret shopper scores by 10 percent in six months.

Employees were constantly evaluated and coached. After six months, most stores had reached their secret shopper goals.
Module Eleven: Review Questions

1. Who should help develop goals?
   a) HR
   b) Management
   c) Employees
   d) Employees and management

2. Employees must have the _______ to reach their goals?
   a) Feedback
   b) Communication
   c) Tools
   d) Management

3. Who is responsible for achieving desired results?
   a) Managers
   b) Employees
   c) Peers
   d) CEOs

4. Who needs coaching?
   a) Someone who does not meet desired results
   b) Someone who meet desired results
   c) Someone who exceeds desired results
   d) Someone without desired results

5. How many goals should be made priorities?
   a) 3
   b) 5
   c) 7
   d) 10

6. Goals must not___________.
   a) Be specific
   b) Align with company values
   c) Conflict with each other
   d) Be prioritized
7. What will need to be established before measurements?
   a) Evaluations
   b) Competencies
   c) Assessments
   d) Priorities

8. When possible, measurements should be ______.
   a) New
   b) General
   c) Numbered
   d) Cost specific

9. Compare performance with ________.
   a) Priorities
   b) Measurements
   c) Assessments
   d) Plans

10. Which evaluations are more effective?
    a) Yearly
    b) Formal
    c) Annual
    d) Informal

11. What was the time frame of the goal?
    a) 1 month
    b) 3 months
    c) 6 months
    d) one year

12. How much was the goal to improve secret shopper scores?
    a) 10 percent
    b) 5 percent
    c) 15 percent
    d) 8 percent
Module Twelve: Wrapping Up

Although this workshop is coming to a close, we hope that your journey to improve your performance management skills is just beginning. Please take a moment to review and update your action plan. This will be a key tool to guide your progress in the days, weeks, months, and years to come. We wish you the best of luck on the rest of your travels!

Words from the Wise

- **Harold S. Geneen**: It is much more difficult to measure nonperformance than performance.
- **Winston Churchill**: However beautiful the strategy, you should occasionally look at the results.
- **Dale Carnegie**: The man who starts out going nowhere, generally gets there.

Lessons Learned

The objectives of this course are:

- Defined performance management.
- Outlined the process of talent.
- Taught ways to motivate and develop employees.
- Explored feedback techniques.
- Shared goal setting techniques.
- Explained the learning cycle and journals.
- Looked at performance plans.